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ABSTRACT

While artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly applied for decision-making processes, ethical decisions pose challenges for AI applications. Given that humans cannot always agree on the right thing to do, how would ethical decision-making by AI systems be perceived and how would responsibility be ascribed in human-AI collaboration? In this study, we investigate how the expert type (human vs. AI) and level of expert autonomy (adviser vs. decider) influence trust, perceived responsibility, and reliance. We find that participants consider humans to be more morally trustworthy but less capable than their AI equivalent. This shows in participants’ reliance on AI: AI recommendations and decisions are accepted more often than the human expert’s. However, AI team experts are perceived to be less responsible than humans, while programmers and sellers of AI systems are deemed partially responsible instead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of artificial intelligence (AI) technology continue to grow. Increasingly, AI is being applied to support and even take over tasks from humans, ranging from creating new recipes [111] and co-creation of art [80] to HR decisions [109] and clinical decision making [78, 142]. This provides many possible benefits: tasks that are risky or challenging for humans, tasks that are done more efficiently by AI, or tasks that require specific AI skills such as pattern analysis in large data sets, could all be outsourced to AI. However, for implementations to become successful, users need to trust the system enough to be willing to use it. Depending on the domain and application, mixed results have been found on user trust in AI. One stream of research found signs of algorithmic appreciation: people believe AI performs at least as good, if not better, than human experts [6]. Especially lay people seem to trust an AI more in various cases, such as forecasts of song popularity or romantic attraction [84]. However, another set of experiments has shown indications of users experiencing algorithmic aversion. For instance, people lose trust in AI faster when it makes mistakes than when a human expert does [28]. Users are more likely to experience algorithmic aversion if they have incorrect expectations, experience a lack of decision control, and when AI suggestions go against the user’s intuition [19]. All of the mentioned factors that can trigger algorithmic aversion depend on the decision domain and task type the AI performing in [21].

In this contribution, we compare user perception of AI vs. human involvement for tasks that require ethical decision making. While some tasks are generally accepted to be outsourced to AI completely, this is not the case for ethical decision making (e.g., [35, 117]). Rather, such tasks are usually expected to involve both humans and AI systems in a collaborative setting, where the AI could advice a human agent or the human could supervise the AI and intervene if necessary. The reason for this lies in the nature of ethical decision making, namely the question whether a ground truth in ethics exists and if so, what it should look like. Philosophers are divided over the question whether objective truth exists in ethics [47, 52, 88]. They are further divided over the question in virtue of what an action is to be assessed as right or wrong. Kant [69] famously placed strong emphasis on the agent’s intentions, while consequentialists, such as Bentham [14] and Mill [96], tend to look more to outcomes. What is more, seemingly obvious desirable values can be somewhat inconsistent: maximizing equality can conflict with the maximization of individual liberty.

An example for this problem is how to implement different conceptions of fairness (e.g., procedural fairness and outcome fairness) into algorithmic decision making, as illustrated by the recent debate
concerning the COMPAS recidivism algorithm [71]. It is mathe-
matically impossible to adhere to all of people’s different notions of fairness [74, 85]. Instead, the transparency that algorithms offer for discrimination and bias in decision making highlight the trade-offs between different values [73]. While research on imple-
menting ethics in AI has being ongoing, it has been in a scattered and relatively limited fashion [133].

Part of what makes ethical AI so difficult to implement in practice, is the challenge of responsibility ascription — especially when a decision could lead to negative outcomes. The use of autonomous systems, for instance, could give rise to “responsibility gaps” — i.e. situations, where nobody can be held morally responsible [90]. In the context of ethical decision making for AI in severe contexts, such as with autonomous weapons systems, this has lead to the discussion of ‘meaningful human control’: AI should respond to input from human experts and every AI decision should be traceable to a human [117]. The importance of the human element to ensure moral and legal accountability when using AI in security contexts is considered indispensable by stakeholders such as the ICRC [105]. In other words, there is a societal preference for letting a human be accountable for consequences of AI decisions at all times. Whether or not people perceive different parties involved in the AI system to be responsible is an ongoing topic of research. In addition to the theoretical discussion on moral accountability, there is the aspect of people’s perceptions of moral responsibility in AI contexts. These perception are especially important for acceptance of autonomous AI practice [130]. Generally, users assign more responsibility to parties that have more autonomy in decision making [58]. Different types of agency lead to different responsibility ascriptions, such as to the AI artifact, the designer, and the user of the system [64]. The assigned responsibility also depends on the role and autonomy the AI has [81].

Assuming that humans need to be involved in ethical decision making, AI can be applied in a human-in-the-loop (HITL) setting or a human-on-the-loop (HOTL) setting [101]. The former implies that the human has the main decision power but is assisted by the AI, while the latter means that the AI makes decisions but a human overseer can veto AI decisions and correct mistakes when they happen. Given that human control over a system is not achieved by simply having human presence to authorise the use of force [95], we expect that the level of autonomy influences trust in the AI system as well as the responsibility assigned to the AI.

Eventually, perceptions of trust and responsibility lead to a (lack of) reliance on AI systems. Reliance implies that users are willing to follow the AI’s decision or recommendation. Since trust guides reliance, AI systems should set correct expectations, leading to appropriate reliance [77]. Chiang and Yin [24] found that increasing people’s understanding of how machine learning performance depends on the task, led to less over-reliance. Responsibility also shapes reliance as long as it is unclear who is responsible and liable, users will be more hesitant to rely on AI [3].

No matter how theoretically sound a particular AI implementa-
tion is in respect to a particular ethical view, people’s perceptions ultimately shape the reliance on and the success of the technology in practice. Therefore, empirical evaluation of the perception of AI in different domains is gaining importance. While there have been separate studies on trust in AI, responsibility ascription, and reliance on AI, to our knowledge, this combination of factors and their interaction have not been researched in an empirical setting for AI making ethical decisions. Especially in the context of human-AI collaboration, this combination of factors is vital to make the AI application a success in practice.

This work focuses on the perception of ethical decision making of AI for different levels of autonomy for scenarios in the search and rescue and defense domain. Specifically, it focuses on trust placed in the AI and who is deemed responsible when humans and AI collaborate for ethical decision making. Given the current focus of AI for ethical decision making in the autonomous cars domain (e.g., [7, 18, 44, 83]), we focus on a different domain of unmanned aerial vehicles used in search and rescue as well as defense settings — domains where autonomous AI can be expected soon.

To this end, we had participants make ethical decision using a 2x2 experimental design, to research people’s perception and reliance behavior for different factors: type of expert (human vs. AI) and level of autonomy (human-in-the-loop vs. human-on-the-loop). We have chosen two different ethical decision domains, because research has shown that different task domains trigger different ethical behavior associated with main ethical theories (such as deontological ethics or consequentialism) [25]. Thus, the task framing serves as control condition to ensure that not one single ethical theory dominates the decisions made. We present two different types of scenarios: the task either involves minimizing casualties (defence domain) vs. maximizing lives saved (search and rescue domain) and advice is pretested to not be perceived to be clearly wrong. Since the Trolley Problem [128], the standard type of dilemma used for ethical decision making in severe contexts, is a simplistic sacrificial dilemma that lacks realism from a moral psychology perspective [13], we choose a more realistic approach: we include uncertainty regarding decision outcomes as a part of the dilemmas participants face in the experiment. We looked at how the mentioned factors influenced 1) trust placed in the human and AI expert, 2) perceived distribution of responsibility in the different settings, and 3) reliance on the expert’s suggestion. This allowed us to investigate the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: How does reported trust in a human and AI expert compare for ethical decision making support?
- **RQ2**: How is responsibility attributed when interacting with a human or AI expert with different levels of autonomy (HITL vs. HOTL)?
- **RQ3**: How does reliance on human vs. AI advice compare?

Our results indicate that people perceive AI to be more capable than humans for the given tasks, but place somewhat higher moral trust in humans. The capable trust in AI is apparent in participants reliance behavior: as they do more missions, they are more likely to take an AI’s advice or accept an AI’s decision than a human expert’s. Additionally, an AI is considered to have less responsibility than human experts, while programmers and sellers of AI technology carry part of the responsibility instead. Our findings contribute to the research on human-AI collaboration and AI for ethical decision making, by presenting design implications of our findings.
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2 RELATED WORK

AI is different from other technology users have interacted with thus far, leading to new challenges in the design of human-AI interaction. Major challenges in designing AI are related to uncertainty about AI’s capabilities and the output complexity that AI offers [141]. Perception of AI also differs from earlier technology because AI is still a fairly new technology for users to interact with and they are uncertain what it could do for them [119]. In this section, we summarize ongoing work, focusing on the current debate on ethical aspects of AI, the difference between trust and reliance, the difference in perception between humans and AI doing tasks, trust and perceived responsibility in AI.

2.1 Ethical Aspects of AI

AI is continuously being applied in more domains, including those that involve decisions with high ethical stakes such as in criminal law, health, or national security. In those contexts, decisions have an ethical component as they pertain to “behavior that is considered right, good, and proper” [65, p 3]. Given that people can disagree on what is considered “right” behavior and whether an objective truth exists in ethics at all [47, 52, 88], many decisions in such contexts where AI could be involved have an ethical component. Take a medical AI system that support in diagnosis and treatment decisions as an example [30]: is it ethical to propose a treatment with a lower likelihood of succeeding but a higher quality of life and life expectancy? Given this pronounced potential of AI to impact ethical decision making in sensitive contexts, it is not surprising that many organizations have proposed guidelines for ethical AI. Examples include the “Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence” of the OECD [143], the “Recommendation on the human rights impacts of algorithmic systems” of the Council of Europe [126], and the “Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI” of the European Commission [106]. Jobin et al. [63] have summarized the most common ethical principles present in those guidelines: transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy. One challenge related to these guidelines is their practical application. First, it can be hard to translate high-level concepts into something implementable for real-world cases [133], second, there can be trade-offs between these values [115] but the guidelines do not deal with the question how to address those, and third, even within each principle, it depends on the concrete definition whether a principle is met [93]. In summary, the guideline approach helps to raise awareness on ethical issues when using AI in sensitive domains, but its practical effect is limited.

Instead, for addressing ethical AI in real-world applications, two other approaches gain relevance, depending on the type of decisions made. One type of decision concerns situations, where AI makes decisions by its own due to practical constraints (e.g., because decision times are very short as for example in case of accidents in autonomous driving). For solving such problems, the field of ‘machine ethics’ is concerned with the question how to implement ethical theories in AI [5], such that ethically acceptable decisions result from AI systems operating autonomously. While there have been successful prototypes, this approach suffers from the problems sketched in the beginning of our contribution: there is no consensus in the discipline on which ethical theory should be used, how it should be interpreted, which algorithm works best, and how to properly evaluate the outcomes of AI deployed with ethical theory [133]. One suggestion for solving those problems is to determine the preferences of humans regarding the ethically best option in a decision problem, as for example the now famous moral machine has done so regarding autonomous cars behavior [7]. But it is highly disputed whether such a “majority ethics” would be in line with the protection of fundamental rights of different groups, including minorities.

A different type of decisions concern those where AI is not deciding autonomously, but where humans and AI systems collaborate for finding optimal solutions. This approach seems more fruitful for sensitive decision contexts where justification requirements have to be met, such as in triage decisions in medical emergencies [116]. Following the human-in-the-loop and human-on-the-loop distinction described above (which we indicate in this work as ‘level of autonomy’ of the expert), AI systems could either consider human decisions (e.g., to correct for known biases of humans in ethical decision making, [22]) or those systems are supervised by humans, such that they can intervene if the decision is considered to be unethical. For this approach, the rich literature on Value Sensitive Design (VSD) is relevant, a theoretically-grounded approach to the design of technology that accounts for human values throughout the design process in a principled and comprehensive manner [41, 95]. For example, Cummings [27] combined ethics with VSD to achieve AI created using ethics-by-design. This approach of human-AI collaboration in ethical decision making has the benefit of being more practically applicable and increases the chances of technology uptake.

Related to the design of ethical AI for HCI practice, much emphasis has been placed on designing responsible [79] and fair [146] AI. Questions arise around which metaphors are appropriate to describe AI, what type of roles AI should take on, and whether they should mimic human-human interaction or not [138]. Especially in the context of designing AI as collaborators, there are many open questions, including which AI capabilities are needed and whether AI should be deceptive if it serves the greater good [137]. Design approaches should include awareness of the effect of cultural differences, privacy of users, consider accessibility, and potential environmental impact [72].

The end goal of all these approaches it to create AI that end users are willing to rely on. Reliance is directly related to a user’s mental model on the capabilities of AI, since it influences a user’s willingness to use and rely on the system [10]. One of the reasons users are not willing to rely on AI, is related to responsibility: the more responsible the user feels for an algorithm’s outcome, the less likely they are to use it [112]. Another factor that influences reliance is trust. While some researchers claim reliance is the result of trust in the system, recent research has shown there can be a gap between reported trust and resulting reliance behavior [118] – an important reason for distinguishing between both variables in empirical work.

2.2 Trust versus Reliance

Trust is often researched in HCI, as it is said to increase acceptance and appropriate use of AI [97]. However, it is not always clear what
is meant by trust, trustworthiness, reliance, and other related concepts [43]. An overview of Jacovi et al. [61] shows there are many types of trust that are not often specifically defined or distinguished. To highlight and better describe the difference between trust and reliance, we draw inspiration from how various fields deal with the two concepts.

**Philosophic perspective.** The philosophical literature focuses predominantly on questions regarding (i) the nature of trust, distrust, and trustworthiness, (ii) the conceptual relations between trust and related notions such as reliance, dependence, hope, and risk, (iii) the type of psychological attitude trust constitutes, (iv) conditions under which it is rational to trust, and the (v) the relation of trust and the will, i.e. whether one can (always) decide to trust [8, 9, 51, 53, 57, 91, 108, 110]. A core distinction in philosophy, which is often neglected in the empirical literature, regards trust and reliance. To rely on some entity or individual with respect to X is a matter of acting on the supposition that they will bring about X [57]. For instance, I might rely on my sprinkler system, or on my neighbor, to water the lawn. Trust, by contrast, is standardly limited to persons and, while it entails reliance, it goes beyond mere reliance. There are different ways to characterize the extra element which distinguishes trusting a person from relying on a person. On rationalist accounts (cf. e.g., [51, 110]), the fact that A trusts B with respect to X, generates reasons for B to bring about X. I might rely on you to water my hedge while on holiday, because otherwise, it quickly turns into an eyesore visible from your terrace. But if I trust you to do so, and make this manifest, you will have extra reasons to water the hedge related to my expectations, over and above those eyesore-related reasons you already have. In sum, while trust and reliance are related concepts, they should be considered separately.

**Economics perspective.** A field where reliance and trust are distinguished in empirical setting, is experimental economics. In this field, trust has been mainly conceptualized as the willingness to “put oneself in somebody else’s hands” [4], for example to make one’s payment in the game depend on the decision of others under conflict of interests, where the others (trustees) have an incentive to behave opportunistically, i.e. to take the action which would be detrimental for the trustee. Therefore, the utility of trustees depend on the likelihood of others to forgo the incentive to behave opportunistically, their trustworthiness. Reliance, on the other hand, does not require conflict of interest or the intentional resistance of the temptation to act opportunistically. This notion primarily refers to the principal’s belief in the competence of the agent to perform the desired action, such as in the rate of unintentional errors or mistakes, which affect the expected outcome [45]. Uncertainty about the outcome is what trust and reliance have in common; the source of this uncertainty is where they differ: trust refers to the extent of opportunitistic behavior by others and reliance refers to the extent of unintentional mistakes. In this sense, trust can be seen as acceptance of strategic risk and reliance as acceptance of a lottery, a pre-defined risk of a failure [16, 17]. Interestingly, people’s preferences regarding the source of uncertainty emerge even when the objective risk and expected outcome is the same [34, 45].

Responsibility bridges trust and reliance by reflecting the degree of one’s influence on the outcome, conceptualized as the relative share of one’s (intended) contribution to the probability of the outcome [11]. Responsibility attributions have been shown important in the broader context of ethical decision making. For example, when multiple agents are involved in the decision which harms others, individual wrongdoers are punished less [11]. The willingness to shift responsibility has been proposed as a motive to delegate ethically loaded decisions [50, 68]. Reduced responsibility is known to increase the rate of lying [139] and enhance antisocial behavior [1].

**HCI perspective.** In the context of HCI, an often used definition of trust is “the attitude that an agent will help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [77, p 51]. Trust in the system influences whether and how AI is used in practice, which in turn is highly relevant when designing AI. For example, how the AI and its capabilities are framed by the designer highly impact acceptance and accuracy perceptions of users [76]. While trust has been established as an influential factor in technology use, it has only been fairly recently that methods have emerged to systematically include trust insights in system design [120]. The research on explainable AI, which attempts to find user-friendly ways of opening up the ‘black box’ of deep learning systems, is an example of how HCI researchers are attempting to achieve appropriate user trust by influencing mental models [2].

Reliance on the other hand has mostly been investigated in the context of over- and under-reliance. Systems should be designed to instigate appropriate reliance — that is, users should not overtrust the system to expect more than the system is capable of, nor distrust it when they expect less than what is possible [77]. Incorrectly calibrated trust in AI, which can for example be caused by encountering mistakes early in the usage process, unjustly lowers user reliance [104, 132]. The large effect of system framing and design on user trust and reliance also becomes relevant in the context of ethical AI: through design, HCI researcher can help the user calibrate their expectations of the system, leading to appropriate trust and reliance.

In conclusion, both trust and reliance are relevant in the context of user experience of AI. However, while they are related, they should be treated and measured as independent concepts. Implications for HCI research include that different trust related concepts and its prerequisites should be clearly defined and distinguished. In this paper, we therefore define trust as the belief that “an agent will help achieve an individual’s goal in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability” [77, p 51], while reliance is defined as “a discrete process of engaging or disengaging” [77, p 50] with the AI system.

### 2.3 Perception of Human vs. AI Experts

AI is able to operate in a more autonomous fashion as its capabilities increase. Initial AI applications focused on decision support — AI can already support the clinical decision making process [142], group decision making [70], and advise on what to eat [127] or watch [99]. Now, applications are moving towards autonomous analysis of tasks, such as diagnosis based on medical images [49] or autonomous task execution like driving a car [60]. Within the next ten years, AI is already expected to outperform humans in
jobs such as translating languages, writing high-school essays, and driving a truck [46].

In this ongoing shift of tasks towards AI, comparing performance and perception of human experts with their potential AI counterpart is a logical next step. Depending on the specific algorithm, domain, and application case, different results have emerged from this comparison. While capabilities are slowly increasing, positive perception is not rising in the same manner. Especially when AI is applied in an ethical context, AI has the additional challenges of meeting social expectations on top of functional ones, leading to varied results in perception. General perception of AI has shown an increase in fears of loss of control and ethical concerns [35]. Specifically, people worry about the usefulness and fairness autonomous AI on a societal level, even though AI is considered at least equally capable as human [6]. On an individual user level, Chen et al. [23] found that while patients appreciated a human doctor remembering specifics of their case, they found it intrusive when an AI doctor did the same. Human experts are considered more fair than AI for the same recruitment decisions [102]. Human artwork is evaluated more highly than AI artwork [113]. On the other hand, news articles written by AI and human news editors were considered equally credible [140].

One important factor that relates to perception of AI is trust. When trust in AI systems is higher than in human experts, this can lead to what Logg et al. [84] have dubbed algorithmic appreciation. In their study, they found that people use AI advice more than human advice, even when the system’s process is opaque. Additionally, Thurman et al. [129] found that this effect also holds when the advice comes from human experts rather than just laypeople. While people sometimes worry about the consequences of autonomous AI, they still consider to be AI to be as good as or better than human experts [6]. One possible explanation is the machine heuristic, in which humans consider AI to be more objective and less ideology-biased than humans [122]. However, whether this also applies in ethical decision making has not been researched yet.

On the other hand, when people do not trust AI and prefer human experts without a justified reason, the literature speaks of algorithmic aversion. For example people are more sensitive to AI making mistakes than humans; it causes them to loose trust faster [28]. One way to overcome this aversion, is by framing the system to be a learning system [15]. In a literature review, Jussupow et al. [66] found that preference for human vs. AI depended on the expertise and social distance to the human expert, and agency, performance, capabilities, and human involvement in the training for AI expert systems. People had less algorithmic aversion for machines that performed more objective quantifiable tasks, but more when the task was considered more subjective [21]. Since ethical decision making could be considered more subjective, we consider the following hypothesis:

\[ H1: \text{People show more algorithmic aversion for AI making ethical decisions, implying they show less trust in AI compared to a human expert.} \]

2.4 Perceived Responsibility of Autonomous AI

Part of the challenge of using autonomous AI is the ascription of responsibility of decision making. Yet, responsibility is fundamental for autonomy of AI systems [29]. In terms of positive consequences of AI, responsibility can be hard to assign. An example of positive outcome responsibility is income resulting from the generation of art by AI systems. Epstein et al. [33] found that allocation of responsibility is influenced by perceptions of anthropomorphism of the system, which is partially influenced by the language used to describe the systems.

Responsibility of negative results is perceived differently. Research so far has shown that people are willing to assign moral blame to AI, especially when AI systems become more sophisticated [75]. However, compared to humans, the type of responsibility that is assigned differs. AI receives similar blame and causal responsibility, but less moral responsibility: in bail decision making, human agents are ascribed higher levels of present-looking and forward-looking notions of responsibility [82]. In some cases, such as by younger adults, blame falls more on the programmer making the AI rather than the AI itself [40]. However, an individual programmer is not the only person influencing actions of the AI. “Responsibility would need to be assigned collectively to all actors contributing to this AI system. But collective responsibility is a notoriously difficult concept, as being morally responsible requires moral agency, and it is not completely clear under which circumstances, if any, a collective qualifies as a moral agent” [54, p 14]. This effect of responsibility diffusion has been researched in social psychology (e.g., [38, 100, 136]), but not yet in the context of human-AI collaboration.

In addition to issues with perception of responsibility, the legal system is not equipped to deal with criminal liability of AI systems yet [107]. For instance, liability and data usage of AI creating news articles are currently becoming an issue [96]. Creating new legislation on AI responsibility that is considered fair, can benefit from a deeper understanding of responsibility assignment of lay people — something that is investigated in this study.

In addition, we expect the level of autonomy to have an influence on responsibility perception, as a higher level of autonomy implies higher decision power, which is often linked to responsibility [31]. Research in social psychology shows that people assign more responsibility to agents in commissions (i.e., human-in-the-loop) settings than to agents in omission (i.e., human-on-the-loop) settings [114, 121]. Therefore, one could expect people to feel more responsible for the outcomes of human-AI interaction of human-in-the-loop type. To investigate perceived responsibility in human-AI collaboration, literature typically focuses on human-in-the-loop type of setting, such as the ones where participants receive an advice from a human or an AI, and have to react to it [48, 82, 135]. We hypothesize the following:

\[ H2: \text{AI is perceived to be less responsible than a human expert. Level of autonomy has a larger influence on responsibility ascription for human experts than for AI.} \]

2.5 Human-AI Collaboration and Reliance

Humans and AI reason differently, leading to both parties having different strengths and weaknesses. Rather than aiming for AI to take over tasks completely, human-AI collaboration could be a fruitful alternative to combine strengths and produce new possibilities for the future of work [62]. Especially in the context of meaningful human control, AI’s cannot act independently for
ethical decision making, but is preferred to be part of a collabora-
tive effort that includes humans as well. In the context of the role
of humans in human-AI collaboration, two prominent configura-
tions of human-AI collaboration have been discussed: human-in-the-
loop and human-on-the-loop settings (see, e.g. [36, 59, 101]). The
human-in-the-loop configurations are characterized by an active
involvement of a human at various stages of the process (higher de-
gree of human control, less autonomy of an AI). The human-on-the-
loop configurations in contrast are characterized by rather passive
involvement of a human in the process (lower degree of human
control, higher autonomy of AI).

The varying degree of human involvement in human-AI col-
laboration might impact people’s perception of AI, and therefore
affect the degree of people’s reliance on AI. The reliance on AI is
measured as a degree to which participants follow the suggestions
of AI (relative to suggestions of a human expert).

To best of our knowledge, current research on perceived respon-
sibility and trust in human-computer interaction, does not compare
the effect of a degree of human involvement for ethical decision
making. Intuitively, more trust is needed to establish a human-on-
the-loop configuration with only a supervisory role of a human.
However, whether perceived trust towards AI within a human-in-
the-loop and human-on-the-loop setting differs is an open question.
If perceived trust and responsibility are drivers of people’s reliance
on AI, i.e. the degree of human conformity with AI actions or sugges-
tions, a direct comparison of perceived responsibility and trust
between human-in-the-loop and human-on-the-loop settings is
deemed warranted. We hypothesize the following:

H3. Following H1 and H2, people rely less on AI than on human
experts for ethical decision making because they show more algo-

rithmic aversion and because humans are considered more morally
responsible.

3 METHOD

To study our three research questions and hypotheses, we developed
an elaborate simulation environment that allowed for an immer-
sive framing of the ethical decision problems to be solved and a
narrative embedding of collecting data of various control variables.
Participants were instructed to become drone operators, whereas
the drones either transported live-saving materials to groups of
people (maximizing lives saved framing) or were used to take down
another drone to prevent a large-scale terrorist attack that, how-
ever, will cause collateral damage (minimizing lives lost framing).
The domain of unmanned aerial vehicles was chosen to expand the
human-in-the-loop configurations characterized by an active
involvement of a human at various stages of the process (higher de-
gree of human control, less autonomy of an AI). The human-on-the-
loop configurations in contrast are characterized by rather passive
involvement of a human in the process (lower degree of human
control, higher autonomy of AI).

The varying degree of human involvement in human-AI col-
laboration might impact people’s perception of AI, and therefore
affect the degree of people’s reliance on AI. The reliance on AI is
measured as a degree to which participants follow the suggestions
of AI (relative to suggestions of a human expert).

To best of our knowledge, current research on perceived respon-
sibility and trust in human-computer interaction, does not compare
the effect of a degree of human involvement for ethical decision
making. Intuitively, more trust is needed to establish a human-on-
the-loop configuration with only a supervisory role of a human.
However, whether perceived trust towards AI within a human-in-
the-loop and human-on-the-loop setting differs is an open question.
If perceived trust and responsibility are drivers of people’s reliance
on AI, i.e. the degree of human conformity with AI actions or sugges-
tions, a direct comparison of perceived responsibility and trust
between human-in-the-loop and human-on-the-loop settings is
deemed warranted. We hypothesize the following:

H3. Following H1 and H2, people rely less on AI than on human
experts for ethical decision making because they show more algo-
rithmic aversion and because humans are considered more morally
responsible.

3.1 Scenario Pretest

Ethical decision making becomes most challenges when the deci-
sion involves an ethical dilemma. In order to challenge user’s per-
ception and emphasize the decision difficulty, we aimed to present
users with dilemmas they found hardest to solve. Consequences
of the scenarios were made more severe by including lives lost in
the decision outcome. Given that there is a difference in perception
between killing or saving lives, we included two types of scenarios
(see Table 1). We employ a more realistic version of the Trolley
Problem by including probabilities, since realism allows for more
practically applicable findings in terms of moral psychology in-
sights [13]. These scenarios were developed together with domain
experts from the Swiss Center for Drones and Robotics of the De-
partment of Defense, Civil Protection and Sport (DDPS) to ensure
relevance and sufficient realism.

In either framing (maximizing lives saved or minimizing lives
lost) and for each single mission, participants were confronted with
three options among which they had to choose one. Each option
was described by two indicators: the number of persons affected
and the probability that the decision had the intended effect (i.e.,
that the people actually are saved or that the people actually are
killed).

We selected the four scenarios people were most divided on for
the setting of maximizing lives saved and minimizing lives lost. We
created slight variations of the scenarios to be able to compare how
advice of AI vs. human experts was perceived for similar scenarios.
The tested, selected, and adapted scenarios can be found on Open
Science Foundation (OSF)².

3.2 Avatar Pretest

To make the experts more tangible, an avatar was needed to repre-
sent the AI and human expert. However, visual cues in the avatars
could have a confounding effect on the reported trust and respon-
sibility scores. For this reason, we pretested different images and
asked on a 5-point Likert scale about their trust in the expert, com-
petence of the expert, and justness of the expert. We selected the
avatars that yielded similar scores on all dimensions and could not
be considered to be statistically different. The avatars and resulting
scores can be found on OSF.

In addition, we tested a preliminary interface to check, whether
the design was understandable with respect to the following aspects:
Do people realize whether they are in a HITL or HOTL setting? Do
people realize whether they are in a HITL or HOTL setting? Do
people understand that they actually had a choice and that the final
outcome depends on them? The result of this pretest was used to
improve interface design.

1 prolific.co
2 https://osf.io/v9w6a/?view_only=400f8838ede6447b83af210b7a237295
On average, participants were 26 years old (SD = 7.8 years). We paid GBP 3.75 for completing our survey. On average, people maximized lives saved versus minimizing lives killed. As within (253), 39% were male, and 2% preferred not to disclose or selected ‘other’. On average, 47 participants were eradicated participation. 197 people returned the task, 25 people failed and minimising lives lost) were slightly different. Each participant made a decision on time. In total, 428 participants were included in our analysis. Due to uneven exclusion, the group sizes of the four conditions (HITL and HOTL for both maximizing lives saved and AI expert in randomized order. The number of participants per group can be found in Figure 2.

3.3 Main Experiment

3.3.1 Participants. Participants were recruited from the general population, since 1) this allows for comparison of ethical preferences against studies in other domains, and 2) support of the general population will be needed before governments can consider outsourcing ethical decisions to AI. We recruited participants on the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. A total of 850 persons considered participation. 197 people returned the task, 25 people failed the attention test in the beginning of the experiment, 141 failed the comprehension question after training, and 12 people timed out. Out of the remaining 475 participants, 47 participants were excluded where decision data was missing because they failed to make a decision on time. In total, 428 participants were included in our analysis. Due to uneven exclusion, the group sizes of the four conditions (HITL and HOTL for both maximizing lives saved and minimizing lives lost) were slightly different. Each participant was paid GBP 3.75 for completing our survey. On average, people took 31 minutes to participate. 59% of the participants were female (253), 39% were male, and 2% preferred not to disclose or selected ‘other’. On average, participants were 26 years old (SD = 7.8 years). In terms of education, the sample ranged as follows, ordered in size: 38% bachelor’s diploma, 36% high school diploma or equivalent, 15% master’s diploma, 5% vocational degree, 2% professional degree, 2% indicated ‘other’, 1% doctoral degree, and 1% lower than high school. 39% indicated they study math, probability theory, and/or physics at university level.

3.3.2 Design. We used a 2x2 mixed between-within-subjects design for the main study: as between variables, we varied the level of autonomy of the expert (human-in-the-loop, HITL versus human-on-the-loop, HOTL) and controlled for the framing of the scenario (maximizing lives saved versus minimizing lives killed). As within variable, participants got a decision (suggestion) of both a human and AI expert in randomized order. Several measures served as control variables. Beside general demographic information (age, gender, education, and whether English is the native language of the participants), we assessed engagement and involvement of the participants, their cognitive and mathematical skills (both training and test questions), and trait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Minimizing lives lost</th>
<th>Maximizing lives saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a terrorist drone loaded with a bomb approaching a football stadium full of people. The drone needs to be shot down before it reaches the stadium, but because it is approaching a crowded area, there is a chance of casualties when shooting it down. You need to select in which location to shoot down the drone.</td>
<td>There is an explosion at a chemical factory and toxic gas is slowly spreading in its surroundings. There are people in the area at risk of dying when they inhale the gas. You have a limited set of gas masks that you can deliver in different places via a drone. Because of the speed of the gas spreading, you can only land in one location on time to save people. You need to select in which location to land the drone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each location, you only know the estimated number of people there and the chance that they will be killed.</td>
<td>For each location, you only know the estimated number of people there and the chance that they can be rescued.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Scenario types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question example</th>
<th>Minimizing lives lost</th>
<th>Maximizing lives saved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In which location would you shoot down the terrorist drone with the bomb, given the following options?</td>
<td>In which location would you land the rescue drone with the gas masks, given the following options?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Go to the location with a 83% chance of killing 34 people.</td>
<td>- Go to the location with a 83% chance of saving 34 people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Go to the location with a 51% chance of killing 87 people.</td>
<td>- Go to the location with a 51% chance of saving 87 people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Go to the location with a 48% chance of killing 92 people.</td>
<td>- Go to the location with a 48% chance of saving 92 people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 Measures. We measured three dependent variables in accordance with our three research questions: trust, responsibility attribution, and reliance (i.e., the actual decisions made: did the participant follow the advice or not?). To measure trust, we used the Multi-Dimensional Measure of Trust (MDMT) [89]. While it is still fairly new, it has been applied in various human-computer interaction studies and fits our purpose very well: it distinguished between a moral trust and capacity trust subscale, both of which are relevant components in our experimental design. Additionally, the MDMT can be used for human-human trust as well, and allows to select ‘Does Not Fit’ when participants feel the item does not apply. In case the latter happens, Malle and Ullman [89] state that the subscale values are calculated by averaging the remaining values that were deemed appropriate.

Responsibility was measured by asking participants the following question on a seven-point Likert scale: “To what extent do you hold [entity] morally responsible for the collateral damage?”. In the human expert scenario, this was asked for ‘yourself’ and ‘the human expert’. In the AI scenario, this question was asked for ‘yourself’, ‘the AI’, ‘the programmer of the AI’ and ‘the seller of the AI’.

Reliance was measured by analyzing the behavior of the participants. If they followed the expert’s advice or decision, they were considered to rely on the expert. If they switched their answer to another answer than the advised answer, they did not.

Ullman [89] state that the subscale values are calculated by averaging the remaining values that were deemed appropriate.
measures (risk preference [92], affinity for technology interaction [39] and utilitarian scale [67]). Furthermore, also the differentiation between “maximizing lives saved” and “minimizing lives lost” served as control condition.

3.3.4 Materials and procedure. While vignette studies have been effective in giving an impression of participants’ perceptions, studies such as by Niforatos et al. [103] have found that for ethical decision making, more realistic settings (such as VR) elicit different responses. For this reason and given the COVID restrictions on in-person studies, we used a sophisticated simulation environment that has been developed using the cross-platform game engine Unity. The design process has been supported by professional game designers. In this way, we could achieve a more immersive experience for the study participants compared to simple text-based surveys. The simulation included a narrative to frame the decision problem and involved interactions with non-player characters of various kinds (for an example see Figure 1).

The procedure for the experiment can be found in Figure 2. After participants accepted the task on Prolific, they were sent to a webapp containing the simulation. Participants were assigned randomly to one of four conditions: maximize lives saved or minimize lives lost, and human-in-the-loop (HITL) or human-on-the-loop (HOTL). First, participants were presented with an informed consent form — they could not participate without agreeing with the set terms. Then, they were asked to fill in their Prolific ID to be able to pay them, and they were presented with a simple attention check.

The simulation then starts with the framing that the participant is considered to join either civil protection as part of a search and rescue team (for the maximizing life saved scenario) or the armed forces as part of an air defense team (for the minimizing collateral damage scenario). The participants are told that they joined a training center and they interact with a “mentor” (Captain Smith) who guides them through a training and pretest phase. The collection of demographic information is integrated into the narrative of becoming a drone operator. The participants are then sent to a training mission where they learn how the interface works. In particular, it was made clear where they could see the source of the decision suggestion (human or AI), what type of questions they would get, and that they were ultimately responsible for the outcome in all settings. Furthermore, they were also instructed about the decision framing (either HITL or HOTL).

After the tutorial, they receive two comprehension questions, to make sure they understood the interface and question types. The first question concerned their understanding of the statistical nature of the options presented to them (this data is used as control variable), the second question concerned the actual understanding of the interface with respect to the decision framing (for example, in the HITL setting, whether the people understood how to veto the decision of the expert). Latter was used as an exclusion criterion: if the participants did not understand how the task and interface worked, we could not ensure the quality of their data. Then, we measured the control variables of risk preference, cognitive thinking skills, and statistical thinking skills; again embedded in to the narrative of becoming a drone operator.

After successful completion of the training, the participants are told that they have become drone operators and that they are now part of the team. The scene in the simulation changes and the participant is now told that an emergency occurred (see Table 1). The participant is then confronted with two missions that consist of four decision problems each. In one mission, the participant interacts with a human expert, in the second mission, the participant interacts with an AI system (order has been randomized). The options available in each decision are presented by the interface both on a map as well as as additional data and the advice (HITL) respectively choice (HOTL) of the expert is indicated. The participant then has 30 seconds to decide the map displays this dynamic component as well (e.g., in the terror drone case, the participant sees the terror drone approaching until the point where shooting down the drone is no longer possible). Each mission ends with a short debriefing where the participant answers the questions on who they deemed responsible for the outcome.

Studies have shown that people can have different preferences when deciding for the optimal option based on how we framed the decision: they can either maximize probability of a positive outcome (i.e., the participants would choose the option with the highest probability when maximizing lives saved) or they can maximize utility of a positive outcome (the product of probability and people involved) [32, 56, 134]. In order to take these potential differences into account, the experts provided two times an advice that maximized probability and two times an advice that maximized utility. The experts never gave a “bad” advice; i.e., an advice that clearly had a low success probability and/or low utility. Furthermore, the quality of advice was kept constant for both types of experts, to limit expert performance as a possible confounding variable. We will discuss the impact of this design choice in our discussion section.

Finally after the missions, we controlled how serious the participants took the scenarios with two engagement questions. In this post-test phase, we also measured their affinity with technology interaction and utilitarian preference as a control variable. The trust scale was presented for the AI and human expert at the same time, meaning that participants had to consciously determine whether they felt each trust item fit the experts equally or not. The participants were thanked for their participation and sent back to Prolific for payment.

The experiment received ethics approval from the Human Subjects Committee of the Faculty of Business, Economics and Informatics at the University of Zurich. The cleaned data for analysis as well as the full dialog flow of the system can be found in the provided OSF link.

4 RESULTS

We present results of the analysis relevant for the posed research question. We first present the results on trust in the experts for the different settings, then report on the perceived responsibility and reliance on the experts. To perform a correct comparison of human and AI results, a test is performed first for each dependent variable to check whether expert autonomy, framing effects, or order effects had an influence on the dependent variables for the human and AI outcomes. Depending on the results, the comparison between the human expert and AI is presented next.
4.1 Trust

**Influence of expert autonomy.** A factorial ANOVA was conducted to compare the main effect of expert autonomy (human-in-the-loop vs. human-on-the-loop) and their interaction on reported trust, while controlling for framing of the ethical dilemma and order of presented experts. Since trust in AI and trust in the human expert were two separate scores, this is analysis is run for trust in the human expert and trust in the AI respectively. In addition to the overall trust scores, this analysis was run for the two subscales of the used trust scale, namely capacity trust and moral trust.

Influence of expert autonomy and the mentioned control variables for both human and AI and all (sub)scales of trust were not statistically significant at the .05 significance level. For the overall trust score, the main effect for expert autonomy yielded an effect of $F(1,461) = 2.2$, $p = 0.136$, $\eta^2 = 0.005$, and an effect of $F(1,461) = 0.3$, $p = 0.533$, $\eta^2 = 0.001$ for AI and human experts respectively. Controlling for the framing of the ethical dilemma, which was either minimizing lives lost or maximizing lives saved, this yielded a non-significant effect of $F(1,461) = 0.4$, $p = 0.551$, $\eta^2 < 0.001$ and $F(1,461) = 1.0$, $p = 0.330$, $\eta^2 = 0.002$ for AI and human experts respectively. Order of presented experts (human-AI or AI-human) also did not have a significant influence on trust scores: it yielded an effect of $F(1,461) = 1.8$, $p = 0.186$, $\eta^2 = 0.004$ and $F(1,461) = 0.2$, $p = 0.613$, $\eta^2 < 0.001$ for AI and human experts respectively.

**Trust in human expert vs. AI.** Overall, trust in the AI ($M = 5.36$, $SD = 1.1$) was significantly higher than in human experts ($M = 5.11$, $SD = 0.8$); $t(854) = 3.70$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 0.24$. The same result was found for the capability trust subscale: capacity trust in AI ($M = 5.66$, $SD = 1.0$) was higher than capacity trust in humans ($M = 5.15$, $SD = 0.9$); $t(854) = 7.83$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 0.52$. However, moral trust shows an opposite effect: moral trust in humans ($M = 5.00$, $SD = 1.17$) was significantly higher than moral trust in the AI ($M = 4.46$, $SD = 2.2$); $t(854) = -4.53$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 0.30$. While moral trust and overall trust show a smaller effect size, capacity trust displays a medium effect size.

**Trust items deemed not applicable.** As mentioned before, the trust scale allowed for items to be labeled ‘Does Not Fit’. A two sample t-test was performed to compare the number of times this happened for each trust item in the human and AI expert setting. There was a significant difference in number of items labeled not applicable between the human expert ($M = 51.2$, $SD = 18.5$) and the AI ($M = 71.6$, $SD = 28.3$); $t(14) = 5.06$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 1.2$. When looking at the type of trust items for which this difference occurs, we see this mainly happens for moral trust, such as for the items ‘sincere’ and ‘has integrity’. Comparing capacity trust for human ($M = 20.5$, $SD = 13.8$) and AI experts ($M = 10.6$, $SD = 7.1$) results in a significant effect: $t(7) = 2.66$, $p = 0.0326$, $d = 0.84$. Moral trust is also assigned significantly less to AI ($M = 44.5$, $SD = 9.3$); $t(7) = 16.5$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 6.55$.

To ensure that the (lack of) details on the experts did not cause similar assignment of ‘Does Not Fit’ to items, we compare whether the two samples come from the same distribution. A two-sampled
Figure 2: Overview of the experimental setup. Blue boxes indicate the independent variables: decision type (human-in-the-loop vs. human-on-the-loop) and expert type (human vs. AI expert). Green boxes and terms are control variables. Red italic terms are the dependent variables: the trust participants report, the responsibility they assign, and the reliance they show in the decisions they make.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test revealed that capacity trust and overall trust do not stem from different distributions (p=0.283 and p=0.0350 resp.), while moral trust does come from a different distribution for AI than human experts (p < 0.001).

**RQ1.** The results indicate that overall, participants trust the AI slightly more than the human expert. They have a higher capacity trust in AI, while having a somewhat higher moral trust in the human expert. The level of autonomy of the expert do not influence the reported trust. H1 was partially confirmed: participants show higher moral trust for the human expert, but showed more capacity trust and overall trust for the AI, implying that both algorithmic appreciation and algorithmic aversion are displayed but for different dimensions.

### 4.2 Responsibility

**Influence of expert autonomy.** A factorial ANOVA was conducted to compare the main effect of expert autonomy (human-in-the-loop vs. human-on-the-loop) on perceived responsibility, while controlling for framing of the ethical dilemma and order of presented experts. Since the responsibility questions were two questions in the human expert setting (responsibility of participant and expert) and four in the AI expert setting (responsibility of participant, AI expert, AI programmer, and AI seller), this analysis is run for the six reported scores respectively.

For the human expert, both perceived responsibility of the participant and the human expert were not influenced by the level of autonomy of the expert (F(1,461) = 0.69, p = 0.406, $\eta^2=0.001$ and F(1,461) = 1.63, p = 0.203, $\eta^2=0.004$ resp.).

In the AI expert setting, there were no significant results except for the perceived responsibility of the programmer: the main effect for AI programmer responsibility yielded an effect of F(1,461) = 5.83, p = 0.0161, $\eta^2=0.01$, indicating a small difference between the responsibility ascribed to the programmer in the human-in-the-loop setting (M = 3.69, SD = 1.9) and human-on-the-loop setting (M = 3.7, SD = 2.0). Additionally, there is a small but significant interaction for the programmer’s responsibility between expert autonomy and framing of the ethical scenario (F(1,461) = 6.55, p = 0.0108, $\eta^2=0.01$), as well as between expert autonomy and mission order (F(1,461) = 4.37, p = 0.0372, $\eta^2=0.01$). The programmer is deemed more responsible in a human-on-the-loop setting rather than a human-in-the-loop setting. Moreover, the difference in perceived responsibility is larger between the two framing options of the ethical dilemma for the human-on-the-loop setting than for human-in-the-loop; in both cases, the programmer is deemed more responsible in the framing of maximizing lives saved. The order in which the experts were presented also had an effect: in the human-in-the-loop setting, the programmer was deemed more responsible when the human expert was presented first, while the in the human-on-the-loop setting, the programmer was deemed more responsible if the AI expert was shown first.

**Responsibility of human and AI expert.** The assigned responsibility scores can be found in Figure 3. Responsibility of the experts was compared using a paired t-test. For both experts, the participants felt they were equally responsible for the task (t(936) = 0.08, p = 0.940, d = 0.005). However, the human expert (M = 4.39, SD = 1.8) was seen as significantly more responsible than the AI expert (M = 2.64, SD = 1.8); t(854) = -14.38, p < 0.001, d = 1.0.). The human expert was also significantly more responsible compared to the programmer and seller of the AI. The human and seller (M = 3.81, SD = 1.9) of the AI were considered to be equally responsible as there was no significant difference between them (t(854) = -0.86, p = 0.393, d = 0.06). While we do not see a complete responsibility gap when AI is deployed, part of the responsibility is shared between the programmer and seller of the AI.

**RQ2.** In the context of the given tasks, participants consider the human expert to be significantly more responsible than the AI. However, part of the perceived responsibility of the AI belongs to the programmer and seller of the AI. The level of autonomy influences responsibility perceptions for the programmer and seller of the AI. The level of autonomy does not have an influence on perception for other responsibility perceptions. This partially confirms H2: AI is perceived to be less responsible than a human expert.

### 4.3 Reliance

**Influence of expert autonomy.** Reliance on the expert was measured as a binary variable: either the participant switched to a different answer than what the expert proposed or not. For this reason, we used a logistic regression to test for the influence of expert autonomy on reliance, the results of which can be found in Table 2. The predictor variable, expert autonomy, was found
not to influence the model ($p = 0.068$). The control variables of presentation of expert order and framing of the scenario also did not influence the model ($p = 0.513$ and $p = 0.095$ resp.).

| Variable         | coef  | std err | z     | P>|z|   | [-0.025 0.975] |
|------------------|-------|---------|-------|-------|----------------|
| Advisor autonomy | 0.3693| 0.202   | 1.827 | 0.068 | -0.027 0.766   |
| Task framing     | 0.3370| 0.202   | 1.670 | 0.095 | -0.059 0.733   |
| Advisor order    | -0.1317| 0.201  | -0.654| 0.513 | -0.527 0.263   |

Table 2: Both the independent variable of expert autonomy and control variables of task framing and expert order do not significantly influence the logistic model on participant reliance.

**Difference between human and AI expert.** To compare paired binary samples for human expert and AI reliance, we used an exact McNemar’s test to compare reliance per mission for each of the four missions participants took part in. We find that reliance in the first two missions does not differ between the human expert and AI. In the first mission, 50% of the participants switched away from the human expert’s suggestion, against 52% for the AI ($p = 0.558$). In mission 2, 49% switched in the human expert case, against 55% in the AI setting ($p = 0.454$). For mission 3 (p = 0.002) and mission 4 (p < 0.001), we find a significant difference in reliance. In mission 3, participants switch 46% of the times for the human expert, compared with 39% for the AI. In mission 4, this effect continues: participants switched 43% for the human expert, compared to 38% for the AI. The difference in reliance between missions of the same expert is significant for mission 3 and 4 of both expert types: reliance increased for human experts ($p = 0.0172$) and AI ($p < 0.001$) between mission 3 and 4.

RQ3. While in the first two missions, participants rely equally on human and AI suggestions, reliance was slightly higher for AI than the human expert in the final two missions. The autonomy of the expert did not influence participants’ reliance. This does not confirm H3, as participants relied as often on AI as on the human expert and showed no algorithmic aversion.

5 DISCUSSION

While some results were to be expected, such as humans experts being deemed more morally responsible, other results were more surprising. In this section, we discuss the results and design implications for AI for ethical decision making.

5.1 Capacity vs. Moral trust

In line with the assumptions of meaningful human control, participants felt human experts are more morally trustworthy than AI. This showed not only in the slightly higher moral trust scores assigned to humans experts, but also in the significant amount of times participants felt items of moral trust did not fit the AI. The fact that participants seems to either think AI is less morally trustworthy, or AI is not even *able* to be morally trustworthy, has strong implications for AI making ethical decisions. A plausible interpretation of the result is that the human decider in our experiments do not consider the AI system to be a moral agent, in contrary to the human expert, although both entities acted in an interchangeable way (i.e., they provided the same recommendation or made the same decisions). However, before dismissing such an AI application all together, our results on capacity trust and overall trust paint a different picture.

Compared to humans, AI was perceived to have higher capacity trustworthiness, indicating the AI was deemed more capable than human experts. Furthermore, overall trust was somewhat higher for AI than human experts. This provides us with an interesting contradiction: while a human expert is deemed more morally trustworthy, the AI is perceived to be more capable and more trustworthy overall. In other words, people perceive humans and AI to excel at different capabilities when it comes to ethical decision making. This perception holds across the different levels of autonomy we researched and the framing of the ethical dilemma. Despite the fact that the found results had different effect sizes, the stability of these findings seem to point to a set expectation of what humans and AI can be trusted to do, independently of how they are deployed.

A possible explanation lies in the realm of heuristics and cognitive bias, and their influence on trust formation in autonomous technology, which is an ongoing topic of research (e.g., [12, 26, 87, 123, 124]) and relates to algorithmic aversion and appreciation. For example, when a situation is less predictable [125] or a situation has more uncertainty [26], users tend to overtrust AI. Starting expectations, which can be shaped by many things including earlier technology interactions [55] and even science fiction [35], influence the trust that develops — better performance than the user expected can lead to increased trust and vice versa [145]. The design of systems can lead to overtrust [87] and in some cases, people display the machine heuristic where they trust a machine more than a human [123]. These heuristics, which often manifest stronger under time pressure [131] like in our experiment, can also lead to a apparent paradox in perception. It has already been found that implicit attitudes towards AI can differ from explicit propensity to trust [94]. Recently, this gap has specifically been found for AI decision making tools [118].

Algorithmic aversion is often linked with system errors [28] and our AI did not make explicit mistakes. Additionally, lay people often trust AI more than experts would [84]. This combination can explain the higher capacity trust participants experienced. However, this same effect was not present for moral trust. This could possibly be explained through the philosophical perspective that somewhat connects trust to human agency. In that spirit, we could interpret that whilst AIs can have a capacity for trustworthiness, their lack of human agency denies them a moral trustworthiness. Hence, the distinction would become one of ontological framing by the users.

For the CHI community, in general, it is pertinent to get a better understanding of user’s expectations and tendencies, to be able to design a system that does not invoke unwanted bias. In the context of ethical decision making, where outcomes can be quite severe, this becomes even more important.

5.2 Shift in Responsibility

The findings on responsibility ascription were in line with the moral trust perception: participants reported they considered the human expert to be more responsible than their AI equivalent. When an AI
expert is used rather than a human expert, part of the responsibility shifts to parties involved in creating and distributing the AI. While sellers and programmers are deemed less responsible than the human expert, they were considered more responsible than the AI they created or sold, and were both equally responsible for the actions of the AI. However, the perceived programmer’s responsibility was less stable across conditions. As could be expected, the difference in responsibility was greater in a human-on-the-loop setting, where the AI has more autonomy and decision power. Yet, the order of presented experts, priming participants to consider one type of expert first, had a significant interaction with autonomy level of the AI. In a human-on-the-loop setting, people felt the programmer was more responsible when the human expert was shown first, while in the human-in-the-loop setting, the programmer was more responsible when the AI system was shown first. This priming effect can be due to different reasons. One possible explanation is that participants are more comfortable with human experts making decisions, like in the human-on-the-loop setting, while they are more comfortable with AI providing advice, like in the human-in-the-loop setting. However, how expectations and acceptance of AI interact with ascribed responsibility of the programmer, is something future work needs to untangle further.

5.3 Reliance on AI

Reliance was found to be stable across levels of autonomy of the expert, as well as framing of the ethical decisions. Additionally, reliance on the expert increased between mission 3 and 4 for both types of experts. Possibly, this results from the fact that both experts did not make grave mistakes in earlier missions — they showed themselves to be reliable over time. This was added on purpose, to isolate the effect of general impression on reliance rather than lack of performance. Nevertheless, participants rely marginally more often on AI advice than on human advice for the final two missions. This result is rather interesting: despite the fact that participants consider AI to be less morally trustworthy and less responsible, they still rely on it not less than on human experts. The trust in the capabilities of the AI seems to have a stronger effect than the lack of moral trust, leading to comparable reliance. The algorithmic appreciation caused by a lack of mistakes seems to weight stronger than the lack of ascribed moral agency. One explanation for the higher capacity trust and reliance can be the earlier mentioned ‘machine heuristic’ [122]. Possibly, participants consider the AI to be somewhat more objective and less ideology-driven, also in an ethical decision making setting.

Like trust, reliance in our setting is also likely to be influenced by heuristics, especially since there is less information available [86] and limited time to process information [131]. Other known triggers of heuristics leading to reliance differences range from errors in the system [28] to design and looks of the system [42] and past experience [132] — the first interactions set positive expectations for the remaining interactions.

Moreover, in our setting, participants could follow two basic strategies: expected utility maximization or risk optimization, which correspond to the two types of advice produced by the expert. Future research should investigate the link between time pressure, system features and advice types/strategies on reliance.

5.4 Expert autonomy

In our experiment, the level of autonomy, HITL vs. HOTL, did not significantly affect the trust and reliance. This can be explained by the fact that in our scenarios the change in autonomy is subtle: it is always the participant who is (reminded to be fully) responsible for the decision. Both types of framing set a default option and asked participants to actively choose another option in case they disagree with the system (‘opt-out’ design). This design was chosen in deliberation with domain experts, since the domain is not likely to get fully autonomous AI for this type of application. However, we believe that larger differences in autonomy of the expert, for example, going from human-in-the-loop to human-out-of-the-loop design, could substantially affect participants’ perceptions of human and AI experts. Given that autonomy can be more complex that ‘just’ HITL and HOTL [95], future work is needed on the different possible autonomy levels.

5.5 Design implications for ethical AI

In sum, we find that participants had slightly higher moral trust and more responsibility ascription towards human experts, but higher capacity trust, overall trust, and reliance on AI. These different perceived capabilities could be combined in some form of human-AI collaboration. However, lack of responsibility of the AI can be a problem when AI for ethical decision making is implemented. When a human expert is involved but has less autonomy, they risk becoming a scapegoat for the decisions that the AI proposed in case of negative outcomes.

At the same time, we find that the different levels of autonomy, i.e., the human-in-the-loop and human-on-the-loop setting, did not influence the trust people had, the responsibility they assigned (both to themselves and the respective experts), and the reliance they displayed. A large part of the discussion on usage of AI has focused on control and the level of autonomy that the AI gets for different tasks. However, our results suggest that this has less of an influence, as long a human is appointed to be responsible in the end. Instead, an important focus of designing AI for ethical decision making should be on the different types of trust users show for a human vs. AI expert.

One conclusion of this finding that the control conditions of AI may be of less relevance than expected is that the focus on human-AI collaboration should be less on control and more on how the involvement of AI improves human ethical decision making. An important factor in that respect will be the time available for actual decision making: if time is short, AI advice or decisions should make clear which value was guiding in the decision process (e.g., maximizing the expected number of people to be saved irrespective of any characteristics of the individuals involved), such that the human decider can make (or evaluate) the decision in an ethically informed way. If time for deliberation is available, a AI decision support system could be designed in a way to counteract human biases in ethical decision making (e.g., point to the possibility that human deciders solely focus on utility maximization and in this way neglecting fundamental rights of individuals) such that those biases can become part of the deliberation process.

An important remark to make at this point, is that all results from this research are based on perceptions of humans, not on the actual
capabilities of the human experts and AI. Dividing tasks according to capabilities, such as assigning computational tasks to an AI but moral decision making to a human, is only successful when both parties actually have the perceived capabilities. When designing the AI, it is therefore important to set realistic expectation on what the AI can and cannot do, to entice appropriate trust and reliance from users and make sure only appropriate decision heuristics are triggered.

Whether AI for ethical decision making will become part of reality soon remains to be seen. However, humans show algorithmic appreciation towards AI even when they do not morally trust it. For this reason, AI for ethical decision making should only be implemented if its design and application have a human carry the moral responsibility of the decision. For ethical decision making, the most capable AI would not be appropriate without a little support from a more morally capable human.

5.6 Limitations of the study

Several study limitations are worth mentioning. First, we rely on non-expert subjects. In general, lay people are more likely to show algorithmic appreciation than experts [84], since they know less of the domain. However, since our scenario lacks ground truth [144], it is difficult to predict how the choices of domain experts, in particular with respect to moral responsibility, would differ from our non-expert subjects. It is, however, worth noticing that understanding non-experts’ preferences in these scenarios might be a worthy goal in itself, as 1) such drone applications can only be implemented if there is not a large public backlash, and 2) they are increasingly likely to encounter moral decision problems with AI support in the future without much training. We plan to extend this work to compare lay people’s perceptions against domain experts.

Second, our scenarios rely on a modified trolley dilemma. However, a deviation from the original dilemma is that the baseline, the most capable AI would not be appropriate without a little support from a more morally capable human.

Finally, not only advice type, but also the difficulty of clearly distinguishing between preferred and non-preferred options could influence reliance behavior. Given that the task of calculating, e.g., expected utilities is non-trivial (as participants need to not only account for probabilities and casualities of a single option, but of all options), some missions could be harder to evaluate compared to others.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we researched how people perceived AI making ethical decisions. Using a simulation for decision making, we conducted an experiment that investigated how people’s perceptions for human experts versus AI differed on 1) trust they place in the expert, 2) responsibility they ascribe to the expert, and 3) reliance they show on the expert. We researched these variables across different framing of the ethical dilemmas and for different levels of autonomy of the expert. We find that people show a higher capacity trust, overall trust, and reliance on AI experts, but have somewhat higher moral trust and higher responsibility ascription for human experts. We conclude that for AI for ethical decision making to become a reality, these differences in capabilities need to be accounted for in the design of the AI and decision making process.
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